Modular Storage Collection
We honor our clients, employees, friends, families, and the planet by giving back as much and as often as possible. Our support for non-profits, educational initiatives, and charitable institutions are at the core of our business.

Start your transformation with your own dedicated team at Resource. From exploring design solutions, to choosing finishes, to white-glove delivery, we ensure your success at every step.

Let us help you uncover the infinitely flexible and delightfully unexpected possibilities of your space. Step into a home that perfectly reflects your lifestyle and needs.

Put our 20 years as industry leaders to work for you. With a network of eight showrooms, Resource is the largest and most comprehensive source for cutting-edge living solutions in North America.

We honor our clients, employees, friends, families, and the planet by giving back as much and as often as possible. Our support for non-profits, educational initiatives, and charitable institutions are at the core of our business.

We honor a lifetime warranty on our wall bed systems and options for reinstallation in a new home. This represents our lasting commitment to our clients and to the quality of what we represent.

Live Limitlessly.
Break free from the confines of architectural boundaries. Transform and multiply your space with smart furniture from Resource.
Working With a Resource Designer: Let’s Collaborate!

Renovating? Downsizing? Trying to live a more edited life?

Remodeling or refinishing your existing home? Are you a downsizer in need of a more flexible home that can adapt to your changing needs? Or maybe you are an aspirant minimalist looking to live a more edited life. Whatever your reason for embracing the multifunctional lifestyle—put simply, you’re ready to work with a Resource designer.

Every Resource Furniture showroom is fully staffed with a team of experienced designers, equipped with the tools, skills and knowledge to help you realize the true potential of your space, no matter its size. From your initial showroom visit to installation day, your designer’s goal is to ensure your complete satisfaction through every stage of the process, ultimately arriving at a solution that’s uniquely suited for your home and way of life.

If you’ve never worked with a designer before, you may be wondering what to expect from your visit, what questions to ask, or what materials to bring. Here are a few things to keep in mind:

**Assess**
Whatever your goals, determining precisely what you need your furniture to accomplish before your initial visit will not only help your designer match you with the right selection of products, but will also allow you to develop a roadmap as you move forward with your home redesign.

Your Resource designer can help you optimize even the toughest layouts, but the better you can communicate to your designer what you need and want from your space during these early consultative stages, the easier this process will be.

**Measure**
Prepare for your Resource Furniture showroom visit by taking measurements and photos of the existing room or rooms.

**Communicate**
Our job is to use our tools and expertise to help you realize the home of your dreams! Look for sources of inspiration and share these with your designer, as this will help you narrow down your product selection and fabric/finish search later on. Our products are highly customizable and made-to-order so your designer can use your inspiration to identify a look that fits your unique design aesthetic.

After your initial appointment, your Resource Furniture designer can usually provide an in-home consultation to help perfect the final design. Remember, we are here every step of the way to ensure you receive the absolute best in quality and function from your living environment!

Enjoy your new space and your new lifestyle!

—

For immediate needs, we offer a wide array of Quick Ship items ready for delivery in the U.S. only, usually within three weeks.

For architects, designers, and other tradespeople, we can provide CAD blocks and SketchUp files to help you streamline your project.

Ready for your visit? Find a showroom nearest you, then call or make an appointment to see how multifunctional furniture systems can completely transform the way you live!

ResourceFurniture.com

---
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Standard Shelving

Our Standard Shelving system was designed to coordinate seamlessly with our wall bed systems and other storage solutions, providing additional storage and an integrated, polished look. Highly customizable, combine with vertical dividers, sliding doors, flip-up or flip-down doors, open and closed cubbies, or even our Home Office (page 60) to create your own unique storage solution.

1. Standard Five-Shelf System in customized width, as shown in Sabbia Melamine, with sliding doors in Talco and Azzurro-Polvere matte lacquers. Shown with Kali Duo Board

2. Standard Five-Shelf System in customized width, as shown in Wavy Walnut veneer with Dover matte lacquer shelves, Boiserie Drawer Units in White Dialux, and Deep Upper Cabinets shown on page 54.
Standard Shelving (cont.)

Standard Five-Shelf System in corner configuration, customized width, as shown in Dover matte lacquer. Shown with Kali Duo and Circe Sofa.
Standard Shelving Dimensions

See page 64 for finish options

Standard Shelf System in customized width, integrated with Swing Chaise, as shown in Smoked Oak veneer with Canapa matte lacquer shelves. Shown with Swing Chaise

Standard Five-Shelf System 72cm wide, as shown in White Melamine. Shown with Penelope Sofa
How to Carve Out Extra Space in a Small Apartment

#1: Keep What You Love and Use, Shed the Rest
With less stuff to store, the easier it is to carve out space for what matters in your small apartment. The first step to achieving an organized, well-curated home is to assess your possessions. Determine which items you use regularly, and which can be recycled or donated. This is often easier said than done; we may have sentimental attachments to things, or we convince ourselves that we’ll find a use for them in the future. If you find yourself struggling to let go, a good rule of thumb is: if you haven’t used an item in over a year, it’s generally safe to say it won’t be missed.

Remember that the point of decluttering is to fill your space with things that add joy to your life and remove the things that don’t. Upon analysis, many of us realize that we only use a small portion of the stuff we have in our homes.

#2: Think of Your Apartment as a City
Now that you’ve pared down your possessions, you might still be faced with the dilemma of finding a place for all the essentials. For inspiration, let’s think about cities. More specifically, let’s think about how cities fit more people, homes, and businesses into a limited footprint: by building up, not out.

To that end, some of the best—and least utilized—storage spaces in our small apartments are actually vertical spaces. Rather than crowding your small apartment with several low dressers or storage cabinets, invest in a few tall wardrobes, closets, or shelving systems. Effectively using vertical space makes your apartment more like an ultra-efficient city than a sprawling suburb.

#3: Go Multifunctional
In larger homes, you can afford to have items that serve a single purpose: a couch is just a couch, a dining room is just for dining. But in a small apartment, there’s a huge benefit in finding multiple uses for any one room or piece of furniture. Outfitting your apartment with multi-purpose and storage furniture allows you to enjoy many of the comforts typically reserved for larger homes without losing any precious square footage.

Multi-functional wall beds, for instance, allow a single room to be used 24 hours a day. Where a traditional, static bed takes up a considerable amount of floor space during daylight hours when it’s not being used, a wall bed with an integrated desk allows your bedroom to perform double-duty as a fully functioning home office. And thanks to their modular design, every one of our wall beds can seamlessly incorporate any cabinetry, closets or shelving configuration to meet your particular storage needs.

Whatever the room, whatever your budget, incorporating these three ideas will go a long way to making your small apartment feel and perform like one twice the size.
Six-Shelf Units

Designed to be used in conjunction with our sofa wall beds, our Six-Shelf System provides even more storage flexibility than our Standard Five-Shelf System, and can be customized with the same additional storage components.

1. Six-Shelf Unit in customized width x 220cm high, as shown with vertical dividers and our Home Office in Dover matte lacquer. Shown with Tango Sofa

2. Six-Shelf Unit in customized width x 220cm high, as shown in Tango matte lacquer with Dover and Tango matte lacquer shelves, and Oversized White Mirror Sliding Door. Shown with Tango Sofa

Six-Shelf Unit Dimensions

See page 64 for finish options
Bookcases for Kali Wall Beds

Our Kali Wall Bed Bookcases are designed to integrate seamlessly with our Kali systems. With chic vertical shelf dividers, these bookcases are available in multiple widths, and pair perfectly with Kali Base Units (page 40) for a customized, modern solution.

1. **Kali 120 Bookcases** 54cm wide unit on left, and 730mm wide unit on right, as shown in White Melamine. Shown with Kali 120 Sofa

2. **Kali 120 Bookcases** 108cm wide as shown in Dover matte lacquer. Shown with Kali 120 Board

3. **Kali 120 Bookcases** 108cm wide as shown in Deserto matte lacquer. Shown with Kali 120 Board

Kali Bookcase Dimensions

See page 64 for finish options
Single-Door and Double-Door Closets

Our modular Single- and Double-Door Closet Systems offer endless options for deep hanging or folded storage, including a wide variety of interior fittings to meet your exact storage needs. All pieces are modular and customizable and are designed to be paired with our space-saving wall beds and shelving systems.

1. Bifold-Door Closet Configuration Two closets each 108cm wide x 220cm high, as shown in White Melamine, with interior Two-Drawer and Six-Drawer units, pull-down Upper Hanging Bar, and Handle ML22. Additional interior fittings available. Shown with LGM

2. Single-Door Closet 54cm wide x 256.1cm high, as shown in Dover matte lacquer, and Handleless Door with 30cm groove. Shown with Altea 120 Sofa

3. Double-Door Closet 108cm wide x 220cm high, as shown with Grooved Dialux doors, Hanging Bar, interior Four-Drawer unit, and exterior Door Handle D55. Interior Drawer Handles W016. Shown with Penelope Board
Single-Door and Double-Door Closets (cont.)

4 **Single-and Double-Door Closet Configuration** 220cm high, as shown in Oak Moro Melamine, with Handle W016. Individual components from left: 54cm wide Single-Door Closet, 108cm wide Wall-Mounted Cabinet (shown on page 48) and Deep Base Unit (shown on page 35), and 108cm wide Double-Door Closet. Shown with Home Office (page 60)

5 **Double-Door Closet** 108cm wide x 256.1cm high, with niche and two lower drawers in Dover matte lacquer with Door Handle W032, and Drawer Handles W016. Shown with Nuovoliola

6 **Double-Door Closet** 108cm wide x 256.1cm high, with niche and two lower drawers as shown in White Melamine, with Door Handles M22 and Drawer Handles M10. Shown with Penelope Sofa

7 **Double-Door Closet** (two closets each 108cm wide x 256.1cm high) in Dover matte lacquer, with interior LED lighting, Pull-Down Hanging Bars, Four-Drawer unit, and Touch-Latch doors and drawers. Additional interior fittings available.
Mount Your Bike as Décor

Use simple, minimalist wall hooks to stylishly corral your bike, scooter, helmets, and other miscellaneous items. The result is a hyper-flexible storage station that doubles as a unique feature wall.
Corner Closets

Why should empty corner space go unused? Our Corner Closet taps this often overlooked area of the home for additional storage space and organization. This sleek, modular closet design can be endlessly customized with shelves, drawers, and hanging racks, and is designed to pair with any of our space-saving wall beds and shelving systems.

Corner closet as shown in White Melamine, 220cm high, with two Hanging Bars, Upper Shelving, and Handle W117. Additional interior fittings available.

Corner Closet Dimensions

See page 64 for finish options
Single-Door and Double-Door Cabinets

At only 13.75" deep, our Single- and Double-Door Cabinets stylishly maximize every inch possible. When paired with one of our wall beds, the result is a seamless, custom look and layout. Mix and match from a wide variety of finishes, handles, interior fittings, and sizes.

1. **Single-Door Cabinet** 54cm wide x 220cm high as shown in Canapa matte lacquer with touch-latch closure. Shown with Boiserie Shelving on page 4, and Wall-Hung Double-Door Cabinet on page 16. Shown with Tango Sofa

2. **Bifold-Door Cabinet** 108cm wide x 220cm high in White Melamine with Glossy Dialux doors, Six interior shelves, and Handle W117.

3. **Double-Door Cabinet** 108cm wide x 220cm high in Dover matte lacquer, with two handleless doors with 80mm groove in Azzuro-Polvere matte lacquer. Shown with Kali Board

4. **Double-Door Cabinet** 108cm wide x 220cm high in Dover matte lacquer, and Handle M22. Shown with Nuovolola
Single-Door and Double-Door Cabinets (cont.)

5 Double-Door Cabinet 108cm wide x 220cm high in White Melamine with two upper touch-latch doors, open niche, and two lower touch-latch drawers. Shown with Penelope

6 Three-Door Cabinet customized 36cm wide x 256.1cm high in Dover matte lacquer, with Handles W016 and W032. Shown with Wall-Hung Tetris Cabinets on page 44. Shown with Poppi Book

7 Single-Door Cabinet 54cm wide x 220cm high as shown in White Melamine, two lower drawers with Handle M10, open niche, and upper door with Handle M22. Shown with Kali 90 Board

Single and Double-Door Cabinet Dimensions

See page 64 for finish options
Split-Door Cabinets

Engineered just for our sofa wall beds, Split-Door Cabinets are cleverly designed to allow for placement of a cabinet immediately adjacent to the wall bed, providing much-needed storage above even the widest sofa arms. Choose from three widths, two heights, and a variety of finishes and handle options.

1. Split-Door Cabinet 54cm wide x 256.1cm high in Dover matte lacquer with touch-latch closure. Shown with Upper Cabinets for Queen Wall Beds on page 54. Shown with Tango Sectional

2. Split-Door Cabinet 54cm wide x 220cm high as shown in Dover matte lacquer with touch-latch closure. Shown with Nuovoliola

3. Split-Door Cabinet 54cm wide x 220cm high as shown in White Melamine with touch-latch closure. Shown with Penelope Book Sofa
Small-space dwellers need storage systems tough enough to withstand constant and rigorous use, but they also need to be attractive — after all, when you are living 700 square feet or less, there’s no room for flimsy shelves or unsightly plastic containers.

Enter the world of modular storage. These design-your-own systems allow you to mix and match various storage elements — bookshelves, drawers, cubbies, closets, and more — to create a custom configuration that suits your unique space needs. Unlike traditional built-ins, modular storage units can be disassembled and reassembled as needed to accompany you through moves, making them ideal for renters.

Modular storage systems from Resource Furniture can be custom-configured to store virtually anything; but they are also beautiful design elements in and of themselves.

One stunning example comes from the home of our Upper Manhattan client who needed to squeeze more space and functionality out of her living room. She needed a catchall spot to hide everyday clutter, but also wanted a more elegant solution for mounting her TV and stowing away wires, cable boxes, and other electronics.

In addition, her new storage system needed to accommodate a Stainless-Steel Widescreen indoor fireplace from Hearth Cabinet, a Brooklyn-based manufacturer of high-end ventless fireplaces.

Resource Furniture combined various pieces from our collection of modular shelving, cabinets, and drawers with custom cut-outs to create an all-in-one storage system, entertainment center, and compact home office for our client. Finished in a gentle taupe matte lacquer with walnut shelves, the result is not only hyper-functional but also serves as the architectural centerpiece of the home.

The Home Office modular fold-out desk offers our client a generous work surface as well as an interior shelf and storage in its base cabinets for hiding away paperwork and office supplies. The unit’s upper shelving features ample space for exhibiting decorative items; a few sliding doors, shown here in white mirrored glass, conceal anything that does not need to be on display: books, games, glassware, and more.

The fireplace is finished with a blue-gray Caesarstone top, also supplied by Hearth Cabinet, to achieve a seamless, built-in look. (Resource worked directly with Hearth to ensure that the system would lay perfectly flush against the fireplace.) The TV is mounted directly above the fireplace, perfectly situated for cozy movie nights. A cut-out placed to the right of the fireplace provides a convenient nook for stowing the cable box and modem; below, two drawers keep remote controls and other miscellaneous AV equipment neatly out of sight.

Much Ado About Modular
Standard Base Units

Complete the space with our highly customizable modular base units. Available in two depths and three widths, design your perfect configuration with an almost endless combinations of drawers, closed storage, and open storage. Pair with our Shelving and Wall-Mounted Storage solutions for even more options. Available in the same selection of finishes as our wall beds and other storage systems.

1. **Shallow Base Unit Configuration** Three base units each 108cm wide x 35cm deep, as shown in White Melamine. Left and right units with two doors; center unit with open niche and two soft-close drawers; Handles M22 on all.

2. **Deep Base Unit** 108cm wide x 62.3cm deep as shown in Dover matte lacquer and touch-latch closure.

3. **Shallow Base Unit Configuration** Three base units each 108cm wide x 35cm deep, in White Melamine, each with two doors and horizontal Handles M10.

4. **Shallow Base Unit Configuration** Three base units as shown in Argilla matte lacquer: left and right each 54cm wide x 35cm deep with open niche and two soft-close drawers with Handles W016; center unit 108cm wide x 35cm deep with four soft-close drawers and Handles W032.
Standard Base Units (cont.)

5 Shallow Base Unit Configuration: Three base units each 108cm wide x 35cm deep, as shown in White Melamine, each with two doors and Handle M22.

6 Deep Base Unit: 108cm wide x 62.3cm deep in Dover matte lacquer with four soft-close drawers and Handle W016.

7 Shallow Base Unit: 108cm wide x 35cm deep with Glossy Dialux touch-latch doors and contrasting Canapa matte lacquer top. Six-Shelf Unit above Base Unit shown on page 12.
Reminiscent of the playful geometric forms from the classic video game, Tetris Wall Cabinets can be hung either horizontally or vertically, offering a stylish and practical way to display – or hide away – your possessions.
Tilt-Up Base Units

Even the space behind the sofa becomes usable and accessible with our optional Tilt-Up Base Units. Insert between the sofa and the wall when used with certain Oslo or Tango wall bed models, or use with our Standard Shelving system as part of a customized shelving configuration.

1. Tilt-Up Base Unit Two units as shown in Fango matte lacquer. Unit on left (shown open) 108cm wide; unit on right (shown closed) 36cm wide. Shown with Tango Sofa.

2. Tilt-Up Base Unit 108cm wide as shown in Perla Melamine. Shown with Oslo 301

Tilt-Up Base Unit Dimensions
See page 64 for finish options

See page 64 for finish options

BASE UNITS

BASE UNITS
Base Units for Kali Wall Beds

Our Kali Wall Bed Base Units are designed to integrate seamlessly with our Kali systems to provide much-needed additional storage. With a thick top and modern reveal detail, Kali Base units are available in multiple widths for a perfect fit. Pair the Kali Base Units with Kali Bookcases (page 14) for a customized solution.

1. Kali 90 Base Unit 108cm wide as shown in White Melamine, with two touch-latch doors. Shown with Tetris Wall Mounted Cabinets, page 44. Shown with Kali 90

2. Kali 120 Base Unit 54cm wide as shown in Dover matte lacquer and single door with touch-latch closure. Shown with Kali 120 Sofa

3. Kali 120 Base Unit 54cm wide as shown in White Melamine and single door with touch-latch closure. Shown with Kali 120 Board

Kali Base Unit Dimensions

See page 64 for finish options.
Creating an Organized Multi-Use Room

No matter where we live — whether in a large suburban home or a studio apartment — we all invariably need more space. Luckily, you don’t have to upsize to get the added utility you need; with smart space-planning and a little creativity, you can pack a ton of function into the tiniest of spaces.

There’s Storage Hiding in Every Corner
There is an incredible amount of space hiding in your home — you just need to know where to look for it. Corners are an often-overlooked and under-utilized storage spot. The addition of a simple L-shaped corner desk, corner shelving unit, or corner closet can instantly multiply a room’s storage capacity, freeing up your floor space for other uses.

But don’t stop at desks or shelves — the uses for corners are endless. Use a banquette to create a corner dining nook; make a cozy reading corner in your guest room or home office; or use a corner to store kid’s toys.

Clear the Clutter
Multi-functional rooms need to store a whole lot more than your average, single-purpose space. Keep clutter at bay with creative storage. Resource offers storage solutions to suit nearly any space need — everything from walk-in closets to shallow cabinets, shelving systems and wall hooks. You can easily pair a full-height shelving or cabinetry system with a space-saving wall bed to create the appearance of a seamless, wall-to-wall built-in.

Whatever storage options you choose, the key takeaway here is that everything in your multi-functional home needs its own designated storage spot. When every item has its home, it’s much easier to keep your space clean and find what you need in a pinch.

Consider Your Real Space Needs
When it comes to multi-functional rooms, it’s not about splitting your space in half down the middle — it’s about allocating your space according to how you’ll actually use it. If you only use your formal dining room on special occasions and holidays, why should all that square-footage go to waste the remainder of the year? If you only host overnight visitors every once in a while, why fill an entire spare room with a stationary guest bed that rarely ever sleeps guests?

With transforming or fold-away furniture, you don’t have to choose between a guest room or an office, a dining room or a den — so design your multi-functional space in a way that prioritizes the activities for which you’ll use them the most.
Tetris Wall-Mounted Cabinets

Simple and modern; versatile and functional, Tetris Wall-Mounted Cabinets are designed for maximum flexibility. With both open and closed options, mix and match sizes, finishes, and orientation to create a personalized storage solution to complete any installation.

1. **Tetris Configuration** Five closed cabinets each 108cm long x 35cm deep in Dover matte lacquer; two open cabinets 72cm long x 32.7cm deep in Nettare matte lacquer.

2. **Tetris Configuration** Three closed cabinets each 108cm long x 45cm deep in Terra Cotta matte lacquer; open cabinet on right 144cm long x 32.7cm deep as shown in Canapa matte lacquer. *Shown with Kali 120 Sofa*

3. **Tetris Configuration** Left open cabinet 108cm long x 42.7cm deep in Talco matte lacquer; right open cabinet 144cm long x 32.7cm deep in Fango matte lacquer.
**Tetris Configuration** Two open cabinets each 108cm long x 32.7 cm deep in Dover matte lacquer; center closed cabinet 72cm long x 35cm deep in Baltico matte lacquer.

---

**Tetris Wall-Mounted Cabinet Dimensions**

See page 64 for finish options.
Wall-Mounted Cabinets

Whether used individually, integrated into a shelving configuration, or placed above a single or intermediate wall bed, our Wall-Mounted cabinets provide much needed storage in style. Mix and match sizes, finishes and configurations to reflect your personal style, while creating the ideal storage solution for any space.

1. **Wall-Mounted Cabinet Configuration** Left cabinet 108cm wide x 35cm deep in Talco matte lacquer with two Handleless Doors with 80mm groove in Canapa matte lacquer; right cabinet 54cm wide x 35cm deep in Talco matte lacquer with single Handleless Door with 30mm groove in Canapa matte lacquer. Shown with Circe Sofa.

2. **Wall-Mounted Cabinet** 108cm wide x 25cm deep with two touch-latch doors, as shown in Azzuro Polvere matte lacquer.

3. **Wall-Mounted Cabinet** 108cm wide x 62.3cm deep as shown in Dover matte lacquer with two Handleless Doors with 30mm groove in Nuvola matte lacquer. Shown with Tetris Wall-Mounted Cabinets on page 44. Shown with Kali 120 Board.
Wall-Mounted Cabinets (cont.)

4 Wall-Mounted Cabinets Two 108cm wide x 35cm deep cabinets each with two touch-latch doors in Argilla matte lacquer, mounted above Kali 120 Sofa. Shown with Standard Shelving on page 4.

5 Wall-Mounted Cabinet 108cm wide x 35cm deep with two touch-latch doors in Canapa matte lacquer. Shown integrated with Six-Shelf Unit on page 12. Shown with Tango Sofa.

Wall-Mounted Cabinet Dimensions
See page 64 for finish options
Our commitment to superior quality products
The adage “you get what you pay for” always holds true. Buying the cheapest model or brand of a particular item doesn’t always end up being cheaper in the long run. Our Italian-made wall beds, in particular, are highly technical and complex pieces of furniture, built to last, and hand-crafted in the same family-owned factory since 1962.

Not only do we offer the only lifetime warranty in the industry, but our furniture is modular — so if an individual element is damaged, that one element can be replaced rather than discarding the entire unit and adding to already overburdened landfills.

Our commitment to environmental sustainability:
All of our Clei wall beds and storage systems are built under extremely stringent manufacturing standards that consider the welfare of our furniture craftsmen, end users, and the environment:

- Our wall beds and storage systems are manufactured using at least 90% recycled composite wood materials.
- New chipboard panels are made of renewable, controlled virgin wood rated E1 or better, indicating the highest quality of raw materials and guaranteeing the absence of harmful chemicals like formaldehyde.
- Our paints and lacquers are VOC-free, water-based, and completely non-toxic.
- To protect air quality and prevent off-gassing, Clei recaptures and recycles sawdust and gas by-products released during its manufacturing process through advanced techniques such as laser edge-binding and sealed routing.
- And all Resource Furniture products comply with CARB2/TSCA Title VI, the formaldehyde emissions standards set forth by the EPA.

Our commitment to human rights:
When workers are treated with respect and practice their craft in safe and healthy working environments, it is also reflected in the end product.

Every company in our global supply chain — from our manufacturers to our installers — treats its employees fairly and ensures their health and safety in the workplace. Our products and product components are manufactured only in countries that conform to the International Bill of Human Rights on issues such as equal pay for equal work, equal protection under the law, freedom of association, the right to own property, and non-discrimination.

In other words, the people building, finishing, shipping, and installing Resource Furniture are treated with respect and are paid a living wage. That may not be important to the bargain shopper who is willing to settle for a knock-off, but we believe our customers care not only about the quality of the product but about the quality of life of the people making the products.

Our commitment to you:
Every person at Resource Furniture is deeply and fundamentally committed to the well-being and happiness of our employees, our valued customers, and the betterment of our communities and our earth. We remain uniquely focused on these commitments every day.
Upper Wall-Mounted Cabinets

Take advantage of your vertical space with our Upper Wall-Mounted Cabinets designed to integrate with our entire wall bed collection and our Standard Shelving system. Available in two depths, the deep uppers provide an unexpectedly large amount of storage space - deep enough for a suitcase - in what would otherwise be wasted space. While the shallow uppers blend seamlessly with the shelving or wall bed. Touch-latch doors standard.

1. Deep Upper Cabinet Configuration: Multiple deep upper components of varying widths x 62.3cm deep as shown in Dover matte lacquer. Home Office shown on page 60. Shown with Penelope Sofa.


3. Deep Upper Cabinet for Intermediate Wall Beds 131cm wide x 62.3cm deep with two doors as shown in Glossy Dialux. Shown with Double-Door Closet on page 16. Shown with Altea 120.
Upper Wall-Mounted Cabinets (cont.)

Deep Upper Cabinet Configuration: Multiple deep upper components of varying widths x 62.3cm deep as shown in Moro Melamine. Shown with Double-Door Closet on page 16. Shown with Penelope Sofa.

Deep Upper Cabinet Configuration: Multiple deep upper components of varying widths x 62.3cm deep as shown in Dover matte lacquer. Shown with Standard Shelving on page 4. Shown with LGM.
Upper Wall-Mounted Cabinets (cont.)

Upper Cabinets for Queen Wall Bed Dimensions

See page 64 for finish options

Upper Cabinets for Single and Intermediate Wall Bed Dimensions

See page 64 for finish options

Upper Cabinets for Shelving System Dimensions

See page 64 for finish options

Beisserie Uppers
Hard-working Home Office hides unsightly clutter when the work day is done. Available in two heights and equipped with LED lighting and wire management, this desk transforms from everyday workspace to streamlined cabinet. Designed to work alone or integrate with our Standard Shelving or Six-Shelf Units, Home Office is a necessary addition to any flex space.
Internal Closet Fittings

Metal Hanging Bar
Powder-coated steel

Pull-Out Hanging Bar
Powder-coated steel

Pull-Down Hanging Bar
Width-adjustable to size of closet

Under-shelf LED Lighting
Motion activated

Pull-Out Pants Hanger

Interior Drawer Units
Available with 2, 4, or 6 soft-close drawers.

See page 64 for finish options

Handles

**KNOB P01**
- Finishes: Satin
- Application: Doors, drawers (Must be used for framed glass doors.)

**HANDLE ML11**
- Finishes: Aluminum + lacquered wood in all Cleicoloursystem variations.
- Application: Doors, drawers

**HANDLE W016**
- Finishes: Aluminum + lacquered in all Cleicoloursystem variations.
- Application: hinged wooden doors with soft close, can be used on smooth and grooved doors, drawers and drawer units inside wardrobes.

**HANDLE M10**
- Finishes: Aluminum
- Application: Doors, drawers

**HANDLE M15**
- Finishes: Aluminum
- Application: Only for sliding doors, models Kali Ponte Standard, Kali Ponte Board and Kali Ponte Sofa.

**HANDLE M1S**
- Finishes: Aluminum
- Application: Only for sliding doors, Kali Ponte Sofa.

**HANDLE M22**
- Finishes: Aluminum
- Application: Doors, drawers

**HANDLE M32**
- Finishes: Aluminum + lacquered wood in all Cleicoloursystem variations.
- Application: Doors, drawers

**HANDLE M33**
- Finishes: Aluminum
- Application: Doors, drawers

**HANDLE M55**
- Finishes: Aluminum
- Application: Only for hinged wooden doors with soft close, can be used on smooth and grooved doors.

**HANDLE M17**
- Finishes: Aluminum, lacquered in all Cleicoloursystem variations.
- Application: Only for hinged wooden doors with soft close, can be used on smooth and grooved doors (not for folding doors).
Finishes

Matte Lacquer
Water-based, VOC-Free

- Dover
- Talco
- Sand
- Canapa
- Nuvola
- Caffe
- Onice
- Alluminio
- Lavagna
- Cipria
- Azzurro Polvere
- Capri
- Baltico
- Spring
- Kiwi
- Tibet
- Mango
- Marocco
- Ametista
- Peonia

Melamine

- Melamine Bianco
- Oak Sabbia Melamine
- Perla Melamine
- Cemento Melamine
- Oak Moro Melamine
- Tortora Melamine

Wood Veneer

- Smoked Oak
- Wavy Walnut

Dialux

- Glossy Dialux

Renderings generated for reference only – finishes may be altered by monitor and printer limitations. Final finish selections to be made using physical samples.